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Abstract
We argue that lepton flavor violating (LFV) decays M → `1`2 of meson
states M with different quantum numbers could be used to put constraints on
the Wilson coefficients of effective operators describing LFV interactions at low
energy scales. We note that the restricted kinematics of the two-body decay of
quarkonium or a heavy quark meson allows us to select operators with particu-
lar quantum numbers, significantly reducing the reliance on the single operator
dominance assumption that is prevalent in constraining parameters of the effec-
tive LFV Lagrangian. We shall also argue that studies of radiative lepton flavor
violating M → γ`1`2 decays could provide important complementary access to
those effective operators.
1 Introduction
Flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC) interactions serve as a powerful probe of
physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM). Since no operators generate FCNCs in
the Standard Model (SM) at tree level, new physics (NP) degrees of freedom can
effectively compete with SM particles running in loop graphs, making their discovery
possible.
A convenient way to describe contributions of NP at low energies is offered by
effective Lagrangians. Lepton flavor violating (LFV) meson decays can be used to
constrain Wilson coefficients (WCs) of effective operators describing interactions at
low energy scales. The restricted kinematics of 2-body decays allows for the selec-
tion of operators with certain quantum numbers, reducing the reliance on the single
operator dominance assumption. That is the assumption that only one effective op-
erator dictates the result. Our method is also model independent so any NP scenario
involving LFV can be matched to the effective Lagrangian, Eq. 1.
In this work we assume that no new light particles (such as “dark photons” or
axions) exist in the low energy spectrum. We do not consider neutrinos and we
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also assume that top quarks have been integrated out. Charge-parity conservation is
enforced, which restricts the WCs to the real number domain. The effective operators
are then written in terms of SM degrees of freedom such as leptons: `i = τ, µ, and e;
and quarks: b, c, s, u, and d.
Using these effective operators we consider the decays of heavy quark mesons
and quarkonia to LFV states with and without photons: τµ (γ), τe (γ), and µe (γ).
Quarkonia are qq meson states. For vector mesons we consider: Υ(bb), J/ψ(cc),
φ(ss), ρ
(
uu−dd√
2
)
, ω
(
uu+dd√
2
)
, and excited states. For pseudo-scalar mesons we con-
sider: ηb(bb), ηc(cc), η
(
uu+dd−2ss√
6
)
, η′
(
uu+dd+ss√
3
)
, pi0
(
uu−dd√
2
)
, B0d(db), B
0
s (sb), D
0(cu),
K0(ds), and their excited states. Finally for the scalar mesons we consider the quarko-
nia: χb0(bb), χc0(cc), and their excited states.
The effective Lagrangian, Leff , can then be divided into a dipole part, LD; a part
that involves four-fermion interactions, L`q; and a gluonic part, LG, [1]
Leff = LD + L`q + LG + .... (1)
Here the ellipses denote effective operators that are not relevant for the following
analysis. The dipole part in Eq. (1) is usually written as [2]
LD = −m2
Λ2
[(
C`1`2DR `1σ
µνPL`2 + C
`1`2
DL `1σ
µνPR`2
)
Fµν + h.c.
]
, (2)
where PR,L = (1 ± γ5)/2 is the right (left) chiral projection operator. This dipole
Lagrangian describes the interactions depicted in Fig. 1. The WCs would, in general,
be different for different leptons `i. The constants m2 and Λ are the mass of the
heavier lepton and the scale of new physics. These dipole operators are selected by
the quantum number of the two-body vector quarkonium decays.
ℓ1(p1)
ℓ2(p2)
γ(k)
Figure 1: Dipole interactions as described by LD, Eq. 2.
2
The four-fermion dimension-six lepton-quark Lagrangian takes the form of
L`q = − 1
Λ2
∑
q1,q2
[ (
Cq1q2`1`2V R `1γ
µPR`2 + C
q1q2`1`2
V L `1γ
µPL`2
)
q2γµq1
+
(
Cq1q2`1`2AR `1γ
µPR`2 + C
q1q2`1`2
AL `1γ
µPL`2
)
q2γµγ5q1
+ m2mqHGF
(
Cq1q2`1`2SR `1PL`2 + C
q`1`2
SL `1PR`2
)
q2q1 (3)
+ m2mqHGF
(
Cq1q2`1`2PR `1PL`2 + C
q1q2`1`2
PL `1PR`2
)
q2γ5q1
+ m2mqHGF
(
Cq1q2`1`2TR `1σ
µνPL`2 + C
q1q2`1`2
TL `1σ
µνPR`2
)
q2σµνq1 + h.c.
]
.
This Lagrangian governs the four-fermion interactions depicted in Fig. 2 and
depends on vector, axial-vector, scalar, pseudo-scalar, and tensor operators. Each
of these operators have associated WCs which, in general, are different for differ-
ent quarks qi and leptons `j. Here mqH is the mass of the heavier quark (mqH =
Max[mq1 ,mq2 ]) and GF is Fermi’s constant. The vector and tensor operators are
selected by the quantum numbers of the two-body vector quarkonium decays. Like-
wise, the two body decays of pseudo-scalar mesons select the axial and pseudo-scalar
operators, while the two-body decays of scalar quarkonia select the scalar operators.
ℓ1
ℓ2
q
q
Figure 2: Four-fermion interactions as described by L`q, Eq. 3.
The dimension seven gluonic operators can be either generated by some high scale
physics or from integrating out heavy quark degrees of freedom [2, 3],
LG = −m2GF
Λ2
βL
4αs
[(
C`1`2GR `1PL`2 + C
`1`2
GL `1PR`2
)
GaµνG
aµν
+
(
C`1`2
G˜R
`1PL`2 + C
`1`2
G˜L
`1PR`2
)
GaµνG˜
aµν + h.c.
]
. (4)
Here βL = −9α2s/(2pi) is defined for the number of light active flavors, L, relevant
to the scale of the process, which we take µ ≈ 2 GeV. All WCs should also be
calculated at the same scale. The constant, αs, is the strong coupling constant and
G˜aµν = (1/2)µναβGaαβ is the dual to the gluon field strength tensor [2].
The gluonic Lagrangian, Eq. 4, governs the gluon-fermion interactions depicted
in Fig. 3. The gluonic operators associated with the gluon field strength tensor are
3
ℓ1
ℓ2g
g
Figure 3: Gluon-fermion interactions as described by LG, Eq. 4.
selected by the two-body decays of scalar quarkonia, while the operators associated
with it dual are selected by the two-body decays of pseudo-scalar quarkonia.
2 Two-body vector quarkonium decays V → `1`2
Vector quarkonia are mesons of type qq with quantum numbers JPC = 1−− such as
Υ, J/ψ, φ, ρ, and ω. Here we denote them with the letter V . The amplitude for
these decays receives contributions from two Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 4 and
takes the general form of Eq. 7. It depends on the vector and tensor decay constants
defined in Eqs. 5 and 6 [4]. These constants can be derived either from experimental
data or calculated using methods of lattice quantum chromodynamics (QCD). In Fig.
4 the circular black vertex represents the contributions from the vector and tensor
operators from the four-fermion Lagrangian, Eq. 3, and the black square represents
the dipole operator contribution from Eq. 2.
〈0|qγµq|V (p)〉 = fVmV µ(p) (5)
〈0|qσµνq|V (p)〉 = ifTV (µpν − pµν) (6)
ℓ1(p1)
ℓ2(p2)
ℓ1(p1)
ℓ2(p2)
Figure 4: Feynmann diagrams for V → `1`2 decay.
The most general amplitude for V → `1`2 transitions can be written
A(V → `1`2) = u(p1, s1)
[
A`1`2V γµ +B
`1`2
V γµγ5 +
C`1`2V
mV
(p2 − p1)µ
+
iD`1`2V
mV
(p2 − p1)µγ5
]
v(p2, s2) 
µ(p). (7)
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This amplitude is dependent on four dimensionless constants A`1`2V , B
`1`2
V , C
`1`2
V ,
and D`1`2V , which contain the WCs and decay constants. From this general amplitude
we are able to calculate the branching ratio for V → `1`2 in Eq. 8, which depends on
the dimensionless constants, Eqs. 9–12.
B(V→`1`2)
B(V→e+e−) =
(
mV (1−y2)
4piαfV Qq
)2[(∣∣A`1`2V ∣∣2+ ∣∣B`1`2V ∣∣2)+ 12(1−2y2)(∣∣C`1`2V ∣∣2+ ∣∣D`1`2V ∣∣2)
+yRe
(
A`1`2V C
`1`2∗
V + iB
`1`2
V D
`1`2∗
V
) ]
(8)
A`1`2V =
fVmV
Λ2
[ √
4piαQqy
2(C`1`2DL + C
`1`2
DR ) + κV (C
q`1`2
V L + C
q`1`2
V R ) (9)
+ 2y2κV
fTV
fV
GFmVmq(C
q`1`2
TL + C
q`1`2
TR )
]
B`1`2V =
fVmV
Λ2
[
−
√
4piαQqy
2(C`1`2DL − C`1`2DR )− κV (Cq`1`2V L − Cq`1`2V R ) (10)
− 2y2κV f
T
V
fV
GFmVmq(C
q`1`2
TL − Cq`1`2TR )
]
C`1`2V =
fVmV
Λ2
y
[ √
4piαQq(C
`1`2
DL + C
`1`2
DR ) + 2κV
fTV
fV
GFmVmq(C
q`1`2
TL + C
q`1`2
TR )
]
(11)
D`1`2V = i
fVmV
Λ2
y
[
−
√
4piαQq(C
`1`2
DL − C`1`2DR )− 2κV f
T
V
fV
GFmVmq(C
q`1`2
TL − Cq`1`2TR )
]
(12)
Note in Eqs. 8–12 that mV is the mass of the vector meson, y is the ratio of the
heavier lepton mass to the vector meson mass ( m2
mV
), Qq is the charge of the quark
(2
3
, −1
3
), α is the fine structure constant, and κV is a state (V ) dependent constant.
For pure qq states κV =
1
2
. We also suppress all quark subindices (i.e. q1,2 → q) and
abbreviate the WC indices (i.e. Cq1q2`1`2V R(L) → Cq`1`2V R(L)) in the case of quarkonia because
q1 = q2. One will also note that there is indeed dipole, vector, and tensor operator
dependence for the vector decays. One can see this because of the appearance of the
appropriate WCs in the dimensionless constants A`1`2V – D
`1`2
V .
It is also important to note that the decay constants approximately cancel when
the branching ratio is normalized to the usually well known branching ratio of V →
e+e−. We are left with the ratio of f
T
V
fV
for the tensor operator contributions to Eqs.
9–12. The tensor decay constants, fTV , are not well known with the exception of f
T
J/ψ,
which is equal to 410 ± 10 MeV [4]. The decay constants used in these calculations
can be found in Table. 1. The values of tensor decay constants are expected to be in
the same range. Examining the decay constant values for J/ψ [4] we see that their
central values are within a few percent of each other. Knowing this, we make the
necessary assumption in our calculations that fV ≈ fTV (as suggested in Ref. [5]).
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State Υ(1S) Υ(2S) Υ(3S) J/ψ ψ(2S) φ ρ (ω)
fV , MeV 649± 31 481± 39 539± 84 418± 9 294± 5 241± 18 209.4± 1.5
Table 1: Vector meson decay constants used in the calculation of branching ratios
B(V → `1`2). The transverse decay constants are set fTV = fV except for J/ψ, which
has fTJ/ψ = 410± 10 MeV [4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
`1`2 µτ eτ eµ
B(Υ(1S)→ `1`2) 6.0× 10−6 − −
B(Υ(2S)→ `1`2) 3.3× 10−6 3.2× 10−6 −
B(Υ(3S)→ `1`2) 3.1× 10−6 4.2× 10−6 −
B(J/ψ → `1`2) 2.0× 10−6 8.3× 10−6 1.6× 10−7
B(φ→ `1`2) n/a n/a 4.1× 10−6
B(`2 → `1γ) 4.4× 10−8 3.3× 10−8 5.7× 10−13
Table 2: Available experimental upper bounds on B(V → `1`2) and B(`2 → `1γ)
[11, 12]. Dashes signify that no experimental constraints are available and “n/a”
means that the transition is forbidden by available phase space. Charge averages of
the final states are always assumed.
To constrain the WCs and thus new physics we need to know the experimental
upper limits on the branching ratios of LFV decays, which can be found in Table.
2. We know that the SM predicts the LFV decay of µ → eγ to be of the order
∼ 10−54 [13] and current experimental techniques cannot hope to reach that level of
sensitivity. If there is NP, then it must be above this threshold, but below current
experimental limits.
For the limits in Table. 2 we are able to constrain the WCs of the vector and
tensor operators in Table. 3. The keen observer will notice that the limit on the
tensor WCs for the s-quark does not make sense. We expect that the WCs should
be of order one and Λ is some unknown higher scale of NP. The constrained ratio of
|Cs`1`2TR(L)|/Λ2 should be less than one GeV−2. This is common in effective field theory
(EFT) analyses and is not an indication of a breakdown of the EFT, it simply means
that the experimental constraints are not strong enough to give us a meaningful
answer (see, e.g. [14]).
We can also constrain the dipole WCs as seen in Table. 4. Radiative LFV decays
of charged leptons give much stronger constrains on these operators, but the vector
meson decay can still provide complimentary constraints.
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Wilson coeff. Leptons Initial state (quark)
(GeV−2) `1`2 Υ(1S) (b) Υ(2S) (b) Υ(3S) (b) J/ψ (c) φ (s)
µτ 5.6× 10−6 4.1× 10−6 3.5× 10−6 5.5× 10−5 n/a∣∣∣Cq`1`2V L /Λ2∣∣∣ eτ − 4.1× 10−6 4.1× 10−6 1.1× 10−4 n/a
eµ − − − 1.0× 10−5 2× 10−3
µτ 5.6× 10−6 4.1× 10−6 3.5× 10−6 5.5× 10−5 n/a∣∣∣Cq`1`2V R /Λ2∣∣∣ eτ − 4.1× 10−6 4.1× 10−6 1.1× 10−4 n/a
eµ − − − 1.0× 10−5 2× 10−3
µτ 4.4× 10−2 3.2× 10−2 2.8× 10−2 1.2 n/a∣∣∣Cq`1`2TL /Λ2∣∣∣ eτ − 3.3× 10−2 3.2× 10−2 2.4 n/a
eµ − − − 4.8 1× 104
µτ 4.4× 10−2 3.2× 10−2 2.8× 10−2 1.2 n/a∣∣∣Cq`1`2TR /Λ2∣∣∣ eτ − 3.3× 10−2 3.2× 10−2 2.4 n/a
eµ − − − 4.8 1× 104
Table 3: Constraints on the WCs of four-fermion operators. Dashes signify that
no experimental data are available to produce a constraint; “n/a” means that the
transition is forbidden by phase space. Note that no experimental data is available
for higher excitations of ψ (from [1]).
Wilson coeff. Leptons Initial state
(GeV−2) `1`2 Υ(1S) (b) Υ(2S) (b) Υ(3S) (b) J/ψ (c) φ(s) `2 → `1γ
µτ 2.0× 10−4 1.6× 10−4 1.4× 10−4 2.5× 10−4 n/a 2.6× 10−10∣∣∣C`1`2DL /Λ2∣∣∣ eτ − 1.6× 10−4 1.6× 10−4 5.3× 10−4 n/a 2.7× 10−10
eµ − − − 1.1× 10−3 0.2 3.1× 10−7
µτ 2.0× 10−4 1.6× 10−4 1.4× 10−4 2.5× 10−4 n/a 2.6× 10−10∣∣∣C`1`2DR /Λ2∣∣∣ eτ − 1.6× 10−4 1.6× 10−4 5.3× 10−4 n/a 2.7× 10−10
eµ − − − 1.1× 10−3 0.2 3.1× 10−7
Table 4: Constraints on the dipole WCs from the 1−− quarkonium decays and
radiative lepton transitions `2 → `1γ. Dashes signify that no experimental data are
available to produce a constraint; “n/a” means that the transition is forbidden by
phase space (from [1]).
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3 Two-body pseudo-scalar meson decays P → `1`2
Similar to the vector meson decays, we can look at the decays of pseudo-scalar mesons.
Pseudo-scalar mesons have quantum numbers JPC = 0−+. Examples include ηb,
ηc, η, η
′, pi0, B0d(s), D
0, and K0. The amplitude for pseudo-scalar decays includes
contributions from the diagrams in Fig. 5. Here the solid and open black circles are
effective vertices that depend on the axial and pseudo-scalar operator contributions
of L`q, Eq. 3, and the gluonic operators in Eq. 4.
〈0|q2γµγ5q1|P (p)〉 = −ifPpµ , (13)
〈0|αs
4pi
GaµνG˜aµν |P (p)〉 = aP . (14)
ℓ1(p1)
ℓ2(p2)
ℓ1(p1)
ℓ2(p2)
Figure 5: Feynmann diagrams for P (S)→ `1`2 decay.
The generic amplitude for these pseudo-scalar meson decays is shown in Eq. 15,
which depends on two dimensionless constants E`1`2P and F
`1`2
P . These constants
depend on the WCs of the axial, pseudo-scalar, and gluonic effective operators and
the decay constants defined in Eqs. 13 and 14 [3].
A(P → `1`2) = u(p1, s1)
[
E`1`2P + iF
`1`2
P γ5
]
v(p2, s2) (15)
This generic amplitude yields the branching ratio for P → `1`2 in Eq. 16. This
branching ratio depends on the dimensionless constants found in Eqs. 17 and 18.
The coefficient equations presented here are only valid for pure q1q2 states. For
mixed states the situation is similar, but more involved. For details see [1] and [15].
B(P → `1`2) = mP
8piΓP
(
1− y2)2 [∣∣E`1`2P ∣∣2 + ∣∣F `1`2P ∣∣2] (16)
E`1`2P = y
mP
4Λ2
[
− ifP
(
2
(
Cq1q2`1`2AL + C
q1q2`1`2
AR
)
−m2PGF
(
Cq1q2`1`2PL + C
q1q2`1`2
PR
))
+9GFaP
(
C`1`2
G˜L
+ C`1`2
G˜R
) ]
, (17)
F `1`2P =−iy
mP
4Λ2
[
− ifP
(
2
(
Cq1q2`1`2AL − Cq1q2`1`2AR
)
−m2PGF
(
Cq1q2`1`2PL − Cq1q2`1`2PR
))
+9GFaP
(
C`1`2
G˜L
− C`1`2
G˜R
) ]
. (18)
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State ηb ηc η, u(d) η, s η
′, u(d) η′, s pi
fqP , MeV 667± 6 387± 7 108± 3 −111± 6 89± 3 136± 6 130.41± 0.20
Table 5: Pseudoscalar meson decay constants used in the calculation of branching
ratios B(P → `1`2) for operators of type O ∼ qq`1`2 [4, 11, 16, 17].
State B0d B
0
s D
0 K0L
fP , MeV 186± 4 224± 4 207.4± 3.8 155.0± 1.9
Table 6: Pseudoscalar meson decay constants used in the calculation of branching
ratios B(P → `1`2) for operators of type O ∼ q1q2`1`2 (q1 6= q2) [18, 19].
In Eqs. 16 – 18 the constant mP is the pseudo-scalar meson mass, y =
m2
mP
, and
ΓP is the pseudo-scalar meson total decay rate.
To constrain the WCs we need to know the decay constants (Tables. 5 and 6),
the anomalous matrix element values, and the experimental limits (Tables. 7 and
8) for the pseudo-scalar mesons. The anomalous matrix elements do not contribute
for non-quarkonium states (i.e. q1 6= q2). For the quarkonium states we have aη =
−0.022± 0.002 GeV3 and aη′ = −0.057± 0.002 GeV3 [17]. For heavy quarks q = c, b
one expects the anomalous matrix elements to be quite small and so we take aηb(c) ≈ 0
[1].
Given the limits in Tables. 7 and 8 we are able to constrain the WCs for the axial,
pseudo-scalar, and gluonic operators as shown in Tables. 9–11. Again we see that the
constraints on the pseudo-scalar and gluonic WCs over Λ2 are a two or more orders
of magnitude greater than one. This is not the result of a breakdown of the EFT. It
occurs because the experimental constraints are not strong enough.
`1`2 eµ
B(η → `1`2) 6× 10−6
B(η′ → `1`2) 4.7× 10−4
B(pi0 → `1`2) 3.6× 10−10
Table 7: Available experimental limits on B(P → `1`2) for operators of type O ∼
qq`1`2 [11]. Charge averages of the final states are always assumed.
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`1`2 µτ eτ eµ
B(B0d → `1`2) 2.2× 10−5 2.8× 10−5 2.8× 10−9
B(B0s → `1`2) − − 1.1× 10−8
B(D0 → `1`2) n/a − 2.6× 10−7
B(K0L → `1`2) n/a n/a 4.7× 10−12
Table 8: Available experimental limits on B(P → `1`2) for operators of type O ∼
q1q2`1`2 (q1 6= q2) [11]. Dashes signify that no experimental data are available; “n/a”
means that the transition is forbidden by phase space. Charge averages of the final
states are always assumed.
Wilson coefficient Leptons Initial state
(GeV2) `1`2 ηb ηc η(u/d) η(s) η
′(u/d) η′(s)
µτ − − n/a n/a n/a n/a∣∣∣Cq`1`2AL /Λ2∣∣∣ eτ − − n/a n/a n/a n/a
eµ − − 3× 10−3 2× 10−3 2.1× 10−1 1.9× 10−1
µτ − − n/a n/a n/a n/a∣∣∣Cq`1`2AR /Λ2∣∣∣ eτ − − n/a n/a n/a n/a
eµ − − 3× 10−3 2× 10−3 2.1× 10−1 1.9× 10−1
µτ − − n/a n/a n/a n/a∣∣∣Cq`1`2PL /Λ2∣∣∣ eτ − − n/a n/a n/a n/a
eµ − − 2× 103 1× 103 3.9× 104 3.6× 104
µτ − − n/a n/a n/a n/a∣∣∣Cq`1`2PR /Λ2∣∣∣ eτ − − n/a n/a n/a n/a
eµ − − 2× 103 1× 103 3.9× 104 3.6× 104
Table 9: Constraints on the WCs from pseudo-scalar quarkonium decays. Dashes
signify that no experimental data is available to produce a constraint; “n/a” means
that the transition is forbidden by phase space (from [1]). Note that the WC indices
are abbreviated for quarkonia (i.e. Cq1q2`1`2AR(L) → Cq`1`2AR(L)).
Wilson coefficient Leptons Initial state
(GeV−2) `1`2 ηb ηc η η′∣∣∣C`1`2GL /Λ2∣∣∣ eµ − − 2× 102 5.0× 103∣∣∣C`1`2GR /Λ2∣∣∣ eµ − − 2× 102 5.0× 103
Table 10: Constraints on the pseudo-scalar gluonic WCs. Dashes signify that no
experimental data is available to produce a constraint. No data for other lepton
species is available (from [1]).
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Leptons Initial state
Wilson coefficient `1`2 B
0
d
(
db
)
B0s
(
sb
)
D0 (cu) K0L
(
ds−sd√
2
)
µτ 2.3× 10−8 − n/a n/a∣∣∣Cq1q2`1`2AL /Λ2∣∣∣ eτ 2.6× 10−8 − − n/a
eµ 3.9× 10−9 6.3× 10−9 1.1× 10−7 5.0× 10−12
µτ 2.3× 10−8 − n/a n/a∣∣∣Cq1q2`1`2AR /Λ2∣∣∣ eτ 2.6× 10−8 − − n/a
eµ 3.9× 10−9 6.3× 10−9 1.1× 10−7 5.0× 10−12
µτ 7.1× 10−5 − n/a n/a∣∣∣Cq1q2`1`2PL /Λ2∣∣∣ eτ 8.0× 10−5 − − n/a
eµ 1.2× 10−5 1.9× 10−5 2.7× 10−3 1.7× 10−6
µτ 7.1× 10−5 − n/a n/a∣∣∣Cq1q2`1`2PR /Λ2∣∣∣ eτ 8.0× 10−5 − − n/a
eµ 1.2× 10−5 1.9× 10−5 2.7× 10−3 1.7× 10−6
Table 11: Constraints on the WCs from pseudo-scalar meson decays. Center dots
signify that no experimental data are available to produce a constraint; “n/a” means
that the transition is forbidden by phase space (from [15]).
4 Two-body scalar meson decays S → `1`2
We can perform this exercise a third time for scalar quarkonia, which would give
ideal access to the scalar and gluonic effective operators in Eqs. 3 and 4. These are
quarkonia with quantum numbers 0++ like χb0 and χc0. The amplitude for scalar
decays includes contributions from the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 5. The solid black
circular vertex represents the scalar effective operator contibutions while the open
black circle represents the gluonic contributions.
〈0|qq|S(p)〉 = −imSfS (19)
〈0|αs
4pi
GaµνGaµν |S(p)〉 = aS (20)
The amplitude will be dependent on a decay constant and an anomalous matrix
element, which are defined in Eqs. 19 and 20 [20]. The most general expression for
the S → `1`2 decay amplitude looks exactly like Eq. (15), with obvious modifications
for the scalar decay:
A(S → `1`2) = u(p1, s1)
[
E`1`2S + iF
`1`2
S γ5
]
v(p2, s2). (21)
E`1`2S and F
`1`2
S are dimensionless constants. The branching ratio, which follows from
Eq. (21), is
B(S → `1`2) = mS
8piΓS
(
1− y2)2 [∣∣E`1`2S ∣∣2 + ∣∣F `1`2S ∣∣2] . (22)
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Here ΓS is the total width of the scalar state, mS is the meson mass, and y = m2/mS.
The coefficients E`1`2S and F
`1`2
S are
E`1`2S = y
mSGF
4Λ2
[
2ifSmSmq
(
Cql1l2SL + C
ql1l2
SR
)
+ 9aS
(
Cql1l2GL + C
ql1l2
GR
)]
,
F `1`2S = y
mSGF
4Λ2
[
2fSmSmq
(
Cql1l2SL − Cql1l2SR
)
− 9iaS
(
Cql1l2GL − Cql1l2GR
)]
. (23)
Currently there are no experimental limits on the LFV decays of scalar mesons.
The state χb0 and χc0 could be produced via gluon-gluon fusion at the LHC, B decays
at flavor factories, or radiative decays of Υ(2S), Υ(3S), ψ(2S), or ψ(3770).
5 Resonant transitions of three-body vector quarko-
nium decays
The radiative decays of vector mesons where there is a scalar meson resonance, V →
γ (S → `1`2), may be used to study the two-body decays of scalar mesons. If the
soft photon, γ, can be tagged at B-factories, then the branching ratios factorize into
B (V → `1`2) = B (V → γS)B (S → `1`2). This would be quite useful as the the
relevant decays of ψ and Υ are the order of 1− 10% [11]. In charm,
B(ψ(2S)→ γχc0(1P )) = 9.99± 0.27% ,
B(ψ(3770)→ γχc0(1P )) = 0.73± 0.09% .
The corresponding radiative transitions in the beauty sector are also rather large,
B(Υ(2S)→ γχb0(1P )) = 3.8± 0.4% ,
B(Υ(3S)→ γχb0(1P )) = 0.27± 0.04% , (24)
B(Υ(3S)→ γχb0(2P )) = 5.9± 0.6% .
6 Non-resonant transitions of three-body vector
quarkonium decays
Non-resonant three-body decays of vector quarkonia, V → γ`1`2, could be used to
constrain the scalar operators in Eq. 3. This calculation would involve all eight of the
diagrams in Fig. 6, but only Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) contain the scalar operators. The
black circles represent the four-fermion LFV vertex interactions (Eq. 3) while the
black boxes represent the dipole vertex (Eq. 2). Ideally we would perform this calcu-
lation in a model independent manner using V → γ form-factors. Unfortunately the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 6: Feynman diagrams for A(V → γ`1`2). The black circles represent the four
fermion LFV vertex, the black boxes represent the dipole LFV vertex, and the grey
boxes represent the quarkonium bound state.
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necessary form-factors are not well known and, at the cost of our model independence,
we turn to a constituent-quark model to access Cq`1`2SL(R).
For our calculation we choose a model with a quark-antiquark wave function of
the vector quarkonium state [21, 22, 23, 24]
ΨV =
Ic√
6
ΦV (x)
(
mV γ
α + ipβσαβ
)
α(p). (25)
Where Ic is the color space identity matrix; mV , p, and ε(p) are the vector quarko-
nium mass, momentum, and polarization vector; x is the quarkonium momentum
fraction carried by one of the quarks, and ΦV (x) is the distribution amplitude defined
as
ΦV (x) =
fV
2
√
6
δ(x− 1/2). (26)
This simple wave function was chosen to approximate each quark carrying half
the meson’s momentum. The nonlocal matrix element is then calculated using
〈0|qΓµq|V 〉 =
∫ 1
0
Tr[ΓµΨV ]dx. (27)
.
Using the nonlocal matrix element and assuming single operator dominance we
are able to calculate the differential decay rates for the axial, scalar, and pseudo-scalar
operators from Figs. 6(a) and 6(b):
dΓA
V→γ`1`2
dm212
=
1
9
αQ2q
(4pi)2
f 2V
Λ4
(
C2AL + C
2
AR
) (m2V −m212) (2m2V y2 +m212) (m2V y2 −m212)2
mVm612
,
dΓS
V→γ`1`2
dm212
=
1
24
αQ2q
(4pi)2
f 2VG
2
FmV
Λ4
(
C2SL + C
2
SR
) y2 (m2V −m212) (m2V y2 −m212)2
m212
, (28)
dΓP
V→γ`1`2
dm212
=
1
24
αQ2q
(4pi)2
f 2VG
2
FmV
Λ4
(
C2PL + C
2
PR
) y2 (m2V −m212) (m2V y2 −m212)2
m212
.
Here m212 = (p1 +p2)
2 [11], where p1 and p1 are the momenta of `1 and `2. The WC
indices are suppressed for brevity (i.e. Cq`1`2SR(L) → CSR(L)) and the remaining constants
are defined in Section 2. Integrating Eq. 28 over m212 gives the total decay rates
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Figure 7: Differential decay rates as functions of photon energy Eγ for axial opera-
tors (from [1]). Plotted decay rates are for (a) Υ(1S) → γµτ or γeτ (solid blue),
Υ(2S) → γµτ or γeτ (short-dashed gold), Υ(3S) → γµτ or γeτ (dotted red),
Υ(1S) → γeµ (dot-dashed green), Υ(2S) → γeµ and Υ(3S) → γeµ (long-dashed
purple); (b) J/ψ → γµτ or γeτ (solid blue), ψ(2S) → γµτ or γeτ (short-dashed
gold), J/ψ → γeµ (dotted red), ψ(2S)→ γeµ (dot-dashed green).
ΓA(V → γ`1`2) = 1
18
αQ2q
(4pi)2
f 2Vm
3
V
Λ4
(
C2AL + C
2
AR
)
f(y2),
ΓS(V → γ`1`2) = 1
144
αQ2q
(4pi)2
f 2VG
2
Fm
7
V
Λ4
(
C2SL + C
2
SR
)
y2f(y2), (29)
ΓP (V → γ`1`2) = 1
144
αQ2q
(4pi)2
f 2VG
2
Fm
7
V
Λ4
(
C2PL + C
2
PR
)
y2f(y2),
where f(y2) = 1 − 6y2 − 12y4log (y) + 3y4 + 2y6. Normalizing the differential
decay rates to their total rate cancels out the unknown WCs allowing us to plot the
normalized differential decay distributions as a function of photon energy, Eγ, for the
axial operators in Fig. 7 and the scalar or pseudo-scalar operators in Fig. 8.
Currently there are no experimental constraints on radiative lepton flavor violating
decays of vector quarkonia. This means we cannot yet place constraints on the WCs
involved in their transitions.
7 Conclusion
Lepton flavor violating transitions provide a powerful engine for new physics searches.
Any new physics model with flavor violation at high scales can be cast in terms of
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Figure 8: Differential decay rates as functions of photon energy Eγ for scalar/pseudo-
scalar operators (from [1]). Plotted decay rates are for (a) Υ(1S)→ γµτ or γeτ (solid
blue), Υ(2S)→ γµτ or γeτ (short-dashed gold), Υ(3S)→ γµτ , γeτ , or γeµ (dotted
red), Υ(1S) → γeµ (dot-dashed green), Υ(2S) → γeµ (long-dashed purple); (b)
J/ψ → γµτ or γeτ (solid blue), ψ(2S)→ γµτ or γeτ (short-dashed gold), J/ψ → γeµ
(dotted red), ψ(2S)→ γeµ (dot-dashed green).
the Leff at low energies. Two-body decays allow for operator selection and reduce our
reliance on the single operator dominance assumption while radiative lepton flavor
violating decays can provide complimentary access to the same operators.
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